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company of heroes 2: ardennes assault is a standalone expansion for the original company of heroes 2. it takes the battle of the bulge and adds a focus on
new equipment, overland, and the battle of the bulge's ingenious use of the ardennes as a staging point for the advance. company of heroes 2: ardennes

assault includes new units, a new campaign, and a new tech tree. if you enjoyed the second campaign in coh2 then you're going to love the new one in coh2:
ardennes assault. company of heroes 2: ardennes assault is the first in a series of standalone add-ons for the original company of heroes 2. the first comes
with a battle of the bulge campaign, adds a new unit type, new overland maps, and new abilities. if you enjoyed the second campaign in coh2 then you're

going to love the new one in coh2: ardennes assault. company of heroes 2: ardennes assault takes the battle of the bulge and adds a focus on new
equipment, overland, and the battle of the bulge's ingenious use of the ardennes as a staging point for the advance. company of heroes 2: ardennes assault

includes new units, a new campaign, and a new tech tree. if you enjoyed the second campaign in coh2 then you're going to love the new one in coh2:
ardennes assault. company of heroes 2: ardennes assault is the first in a series of standalone add-ons for the original company of heroes 2. the first comes
with a battle of the bulge campaign, adds a new unit type, new overland maps, and new abilities. the joy of this, then, is that instead of feeling like a blind,

randomised event generator it actually feels like a fair, set-up game with a variety of scenarios to choose from. it might not be the most unique concept in the
world, but it's a concept that has been done before and done better by others. the question remains, how much will this change the way you view the original

company of heroes 2 campaign and how much of a hindrance is it to the experience of playing the main game?
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